## Section 1 ## Generalised three-parameter item response model main R-Source code for JAGS ## Three parameters as a, b, c ## Monitor the three parameters for MCMC implementation to ensure convergence ## N is sample size while k is dimension, e.g. k=1, 2…
) } b11 ~ dnorm(1,100) b12 ~ dnorm(1,100) } ## relevant code for plotting the three parameters and probability estimates in R ## Define three input parameters and probability #axis(1, at=theta,labels=round(xlables, digits=1),cex=1, col.axis="black ", las=1, cex.axis=1,tck=-0.01) } rect(xleft=2.302585, xright=4.787492, ybottom=0,ytop =2, col= rgb(1,0,0,alpha=0.5)) abline (v= c(2.302585, v=3.401197,v=4.094345, v=4 .787492), lty=1, lwd=1, col="red") grid(lwd = 2) legend(x=-5,y=0.8, legend=lnames, col=seq(1,60,1), lty=seq(1,60,1), cex=0.75, box.col="dark grey", box.lwd=1, #family='times roman', lwd=2)
## End of code
